Découvrir la revue Citer cet article Racine, J. (1993 This is a concordance to one of the thirteen codices discovered near the Egyptian town of Nag Hammadi in 1945. It is the lead-off volume in the "Concordances" section of the Laval series "Bibliothèque copte de Nag Hammadi" (BCNH), whose primary goal over the years (first publication 1977) has been to facilitate our understanding of this corpus which primarily contains early gnostic Christian works. The other on-going sections of this series, "Etudes" (2 volumes of general studies) and especially "Textes" (19 volumes of critical editions including extensive commentaries), have gained enviable international reputations -in fact, the BCNH has come to represent arguably the most distinguished Canadian research project in the academic study of religion. Régine Charron's work, therefore, conies amid great expectations. She does not lei us down.
As with the volumes in the two others series, this one is a team effort, with Charron's colleagues helping to make her concordance not merely a tool to use by other scholars, but a scholarly endeavour in itself, including, e.g., important textual and grammatical discussions. The support reaches beyond Laval University's Faculty of Theology and its Nag Hammadi project, for the software package employed in the preparation of this concordance, "Lemmatiseur," was developed by Laval's data processing centre (for use on an IBM-type personal computer). A decade of team effort has gone into the preparation of this first concordance volume, and the result is an achievement which our federal politicians could well emulate.
The book opens with a user-friendly introduction (in both French and English which explains in detail what went into preparing this concordance and how best to use it (p. 1 25). Then comes the concordance itself (p. 27-709), followed by the full Coptic text of Codex VII (p. 71 1-54) and a complete alphabetical listing of the word forms from that codex (p. 757-85). The last seciton indentifies each word's basic
